
All the informa.on you need to help your li3le adventurers is on this sheet. You have the loca.ons, together with the map, 
to assist you in finding the right place, plus the answers to each clue and the final answer to our fes.ve anagram. If you’re 

doing KS1 and KS2 together then be aware that they will get different answers for each loca.on.  Good luck!
L O C A T I O N C L U E A N S W E R

1 RAB School Sign We know this place so well! But how well can you remember our school logo? Use the sign to help you ADD the 
number of balloons to the number of children shown and get your first answer.

12 L

2 Ba3le Ditches Sign 
(Gibson Gardens/Gibson Way)

Here’s a sign that takes us back in .me with a Christmas robin to help you count: how many houses can you spot in the 
picture?

2 B

3 Carved Stone Almshouses Plaque Look closely at the stone plaque - find the number of addi.onal almshouses and then MULTIPLY by 3 to get your 
answer.

12 L

4 Pond Sign with Pictures (by the pond 
near Swan Meadow car park)

Get out your binoculars and ADD the total number of newts, toads, bats and frogs you can spot on the pond sign. 5 E

5 Cross Keys Molly’s Tea House Symbols The Elves are having a tea party. COUNT the pictures of the things you might expect to find at an aaernoon tea. 7 G

6 Eight Bells (Side Wall on Right) Find the pub that ring-a-ding-dings! Now COUNT the number of le3ers in its name that’s wri3en on the wall. Then, 
MINUS the number of bells to get your answer.

5 E

7 Fry Art Gallery Sign You won’t find this place open at this .me of year. But you can ADD the number of le3ers in the opening month to the 
number of le3ers in the closing month to find your answer.  Hint: make sure you count April as the first month!

12 L

8 Baron Butler Gravestone (St Mary’s 
Graveyard)

Find the ‘Butler’ our school was named aaer. Spot the number of years he was an MP. Then ADD the FIRST digit to the 
SECOND digit to find your answer. Hint: It’s a flat stone!

9 I

9 Pudding House (9a Museum Street) This could be the yummiest address is Saffron Walden! What’s your favourite pudding? Whilst you’re thinking, ADD 10 
to the number you can see to find your next answer.

19 S

10 Painted Bollard (Market Square) Quick! Find a space and turn off your engine! Now ADD the EARLIEST and LATEST parking .mes together for your 
answer.

14 N

11 Turf Maze Sign on Common You’ve made it to the last clue. A-maze-ing! SUBTRACT 5 from the cost, in SHILLINGS, for re-culng the maze in 1699. 10 J

A N S W E R J I N G L E  B E L L S

If you’d like to show your apprecia.on for this Treasure Hunt and help our lovely school, you can donate to the RAB PTA via our  
Just Giving page: www.justgiving.com/rabpta

http://www.justgiving.com/rabpta


Are you ready for an adventure? Can you be a super spo3er and a fact finder to crack this challenge? We're going to make 
our way around Saffron Walden on a numbers hunt, finding the loca.ons on the map and solving the 11 clues below. Once 
you’ve got all your answers, use the special code and some of your brilliant brain power to work out the final answer. 

Good luck!

We know this place so well! But 
how well can you remember 
our school logo? Use the sign 
to help you ADD the number of 
balloons to the number of 
children shown and get your first answer.

Here’s a sign that takes us back 
in time with a Christmas robin 
to help you count: how many 
houses can you spot in the 
picture?

Get out your binoculars and ADD 
the total number of newts, 
toads, bats and frogs you can 
spot on the pond sign.

The Elves are having a tea party. 
COUNT the pictures of the 
things you might expect to find 
at an afternoon tea.

Find the pub that ring-a-ding-
dings! Now COUNT the 
number of letters in its name 
that’s written on the wall. Then, 
MINUS the number of bells to 
get your answer.

Look closely at the stone plaque 
- find the number of additional 
almshouses and then MULTIPLY 
by 3 to get your answer.



You won’t find this place open at 
this time of year. But you can 
ADD the number of letters in 
the opening month to the 
number of letters in the closing 
month to find your answer.  Hint: make 
sure you count April as the first month!

Find the ‘Butler’ our school was 
named after. Spot the number 
of years he was an MP. Then 
ADD the FIRST digit to the 
SECOND digit to find your 
answer. Hint: It’s a flat stone!

This could be the yummiest 
address is Saffron Walden! 
What’s your favourite pudding? 
Whilst you’re thinking, ADD 10 
to the number you can see to 
find your next answer.

You’ve made it to the last clue. 
A-maze-ing! SUBTRACT 5 from 
the cost, in SHILLINGS, for re-
cutting the maze in 1699.

Quick! Find a space and turn off 
your engine! Now ADD the 
EARLIEST and LATEST 
parking times together for 
your answer.



Now for a bit of Christmas code cracking!  

Each of the numbers you found in your answers matches a le3er in the code below. You should end up with 11 
le3ers - but wait! - they’re all in a jumble. Give your brain a rub and see if you can put them in the right order to 
spell a very fes.ve sound… 

We hope you had a fun .me! Why not pop a photo on our RAB PTA Facebook page to show us how you got on!  
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A N S W E R


